
ΘΕΜΑ 2β. ΛΕΞΙΚΟΓΡΑΜΜΑΤΙΚΗ 

 

Choose the correct option (A, B or C) to complete the gaps 21-30 in the text.  

A new 3D food printer creates pizza with the click of a button! There’s no pizza delivery on Mars, 

but scientists (21) _________ a solution to that for hungry astronauts: a pizza printer! NASA, the 

American space agency, (22) _________ a machine that “prints” food. How does it work? 

Cartridges filled (23) _________ flour, cheese, sauce, water, and oil dispense ingredients onto a 

printer bed. The printer bed, which (24) _________ hot from below, cooks the food as it is being 

printed. In outer space, astronauts have to (25) _________ boredom, especially with food. 

NASA chefs try to make sure that astronauts (26) _________ lots of interesting food choices. 

Most of these foods (27) _________ from bags as powders. Scientists hope that the new food 

printer can (28) _________ to make more attractive food in outer space, keeping astronauts 

healthier and happier. Scientists think the printer (29) _________ useful on Earth too. “Let’s say 

(30) _________ is an athlete in the family, and they need more protein. We can design recipes 

for them and print out more protein-nutritious food for that individual”. 

21. A have found B are finding C solved 

22. A made up B made C did 

23. A out B by C with 

24. A makes B feels C gets 

25. A battle B be C feel 

26. A are doing B have C do 

27. A eat B are eaten C being eaten 

28. A be used B used C use 

29. A is being B could be C could make 

30. A neither B something C someone 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                               

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ΘΕΜΑ 3. ΠΑΡΑΓΩΓΗ ΓΡΑΠΤΟΥ ΛΟΓΟΥ 
Write an article (120-150 words) for the English version of your school newspaper, explaining how 

the social media have affected the life of teenagers over the last decade. 

 


